
Testing for
Unstable/Fluctuating Weight

on Floor Scale



Disconnect the cable from indicator to scale. We will now check
the wiring on the scale. Do not worry there is no DC power. Since
the cable from the indicator to the scale is disconnected you will
not be shocked. Even if you forget to disconnect the cable from
the indicator to the scale you will not be affected.

The first step would be to check the wiring.

Steps to check:
1. Run your hands through the cable from the indicator to the

floor scale. Check for any dents or smashed areas.

Examples Of Damaged Cables:
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#1 reason for Unstable weight is a smashed or yanked cable
from the indicator. These are easy repairs. If your cable is
damaged, email sales@optimascale.com and attach a
photo of your smashed, snapped, or yanked home run cable.
Another option would be to call 1(800) 360-9619 EXT 1 and
explain to them about your damaged home run cable. We
have plenty of home-run cables in stock.

2. Check your scale for damages. This could be something
heavy falling on the floor scale, water damage where the
scale was under a puddle of water overnight, or lightning
strikes if left outside during a thunderstorm. If there was
damage to the scale contact support@optimascale.com
and explain to them your problem with pictures. Email is
the preferred method to contact us since over the phone we
will not be able to see the damage. If you can't email, call us
at 1(800) 360-9619 EXT 2.

3. Make sure the cable is attached to the indicator. Remove
the printer or scoreboard if you attached it to the
indicator. Below would be checking for the wiring of the
scale.

Each cable goes into the J-card inside the scale. Below I will
show how to check the wiring on a floor scale.
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Floor Scale:

Remove screws and plate on the floor scale. The cover
looks like below

With the screws removed remove the plate. You will see a
junction box with 4 or 6 screws.
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Remove screws from the Junction box to get into the J-Card
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Remove the plate from the junction box. You will see the
wiring inside. All the wiring goes into the J-Card. Photos of how it
should look below.
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You will see the labels of Shield, Sig -, Sig+, Ex+, Ex-

Make sure the Power/ RED cable in our example is in Ex+
Make sure the Ground/ BLACK cable in our example is in Ex-
Make sure the Signal Positive/ GREEN cable is in Sig+
Make sure the Signal Negative/ WHITE cable is in Sig-

Make sure the Shield/ CLEAR, yellow or bare cable is the Shid
slot. Make sure they are all screwed in.
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A closer look
at the J-Card
will show all
the cables
are in their
proper spot
and screwed
in. Tug every
single cable
gently to
check if any
are loose. If
one is loose
it could
cause a bad

reading. Plug the cable back into the J-Card and with a small flat
head screwdriver screw down that cable till the cable doesn’t
come loose.  Depending on how many load cells you have the
number of cables will change.

Corner Test:

What is needed:

The next thing to try is a corner test. If all the wiring in the
J-Card is correct then one load cell could be bad. To do this you
will need a weight of at least 10% of the max capacity of your
scale. If your scale is 1000 lbs you will need a known weight of at
least 100 lbs. More weight you use the better. You will need
something to keep a record of all the weights.
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Step 1:

Make sure the indicator
is attached to the floor
scale. Place your
weight on the top left
of your floor scale.
Write down how much
weight shows up on the
indicator.

Step 2:

Place your weight on
the top right of your
floor scale. Write down
how much weight
shows up on the
indicator.
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Step 3:

Place your weight on
the bottom left of your
floor scale. Write down
how much weight
shows up on the
indicator.

Step 4:

Place your weight on
the bottom right of
your floor scale. Write
down how much weight
shows up on the
indicator.
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Step 5:

Compare the four weights you have recorded. See which
one is at least 20-30 lbs off your weight. This could be 20 lbs over
the actual weight or 20 lbs under the actual weight. If it is only one
corner then you know which load cell is bad. Contact
support@optimascale.com if you find which load cell is bad.

Identifying which Load Cell you have

Look under the floor scale if possible. At each corner where
the feet are attached, there will be a metal rectangle with wires
coming out of it. This is the load cell. There is a sticker on the
side. Taking a picture of the sticker would help identify which load
cell to replace.

Contact support@optimascale.com if all of your weights
for each coroner are within 20 lbs. Explain how you tested each
corner and explain in the email how much each corner weighs. If
each corner is similar then it could be a bad indicator.
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If you find this helpful check out our new label printer with custom
tickets we can make for your business.

Your logo here
➔

QR Code available

➔

Your company’s
information here

Email sales@optimascale.com with the title “Custom Label
Printer OP-412-T-L2”. We can help you set up your company
logo, information, and any barcode or QR code of choice on every
label that comes from this printer.
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